A Langevin model with binomial random diffusion replacing the classical Wiener process i s proposed to model the turbulent mixing of a scalar convected hy a field of statisticall y homogeneous turbulence . A Monte Carlo simulation is performed . The results display a n excellent acreement with existing data from the numerical experiment of Eswaran and Pop e [Phys . Fluids 31, 506 (19SS) J .
.INTRODUCTIO N
The molecular diffusion representation in a scalar conservation equation in physical space translates finto a ter m combinin g 'he actions of turbulent straining and molecula r transport in the probability density function (pdf) rato equat ion . This svner g ism leads to a ma ;or stumbling block t o progress in the modeling of turbulent mixing, even for th e simplest case of statistically homogeneous fields . For a recent review of this problem the reader is referred to Valiñ o and Dopazo' and the references therein . The issues of relaxation and time-scale specification are narrowly connecte d with rhe unclosed nature of the pdf molecular transport . , LMSE' and particle interaction models have been use d in recent vears . None of them can predict a relaxation t o asymptotically Gaussian statistically homogeneous fields " in the turbulent mixing of inert and dynamically passive scalars .`" Stochastic models have also been proposed conforming to classical second-order models .-Haworth and Pope ' propose to model the velocity pdf viscous transport as a Lang evin process . However, an extension to bounded scala r fields leads to a violation of the boundedness due to the use o f a Wiener process to represent the scalar random change .
A brief introduction to the molecular transport proble m within the context of the pdf approach is outlined in Sec . II . The new model including some guiding principies is presented in Sec . 111 . Section IV contains the numerical prediction s and a comparison with existing data obtained by direct numerical simulation . 4 
II . FORMULATIO N
The transpon equation governing the evolution of th e pdf of a bounded inert dynamically passive scalar convecte d by a field of statistically homogeneous turbulence is' -3
where P= P(F ;t) is the pdf of the instantaneous rando m scalar field at point x and time t . C(x,t), F stands for C i n 
The specification of c.), as a function of r is beyond th e scope of the present paper and it has been considered else-«'here treating the joint pdf of a scalar and its gradient . ' Here, the emphasis is placed on developing a stochastic model for the right-hand side of Eq . (1) .
III . MODIFIED LANGEVIN MODE L
The model to be proposed should thus (i) imply n o modification of the scalar mean value and (ü) be formall y consistent with Eq . (4) .
Moreover, for a bounded scalar field (iii) the scalar pd f must identically vanish outside the bounds and there the pd f fluxes must be zero or inward .
On the other hand, available experimental evidence 7 tends to indicate that the pdf of an inert dynamically passiv e scalar convected by statistically homogeneous turbulenc e evolves toward a Gaussian shape for asymptotically larg e times . A similar conclusion is reached by Eswaran an d Pope ' from results of direct numerical simulations of an initially dichotomous random scalar field . Therefore (iv) th e pdf evolution must, at least, qualitatively a gree with tha t given in Ref. 4 and asymptotically tend to a Gaussian curve .
Following Pope,' the model must finally satisfy (v) dimensional consistency, (vi) coordinare system independence, (vii) Galilean invariance, and (viii) linearity and independence of inert dynamically passive scalars .
Among all the existing models to represent the molecular transport of pdf in Eq . (1), only the binomial samplin g model of Valifio and Dopaz o ' and the mapping techniques o f Chen et al. ' lead simultaneously to the correct Gaussian relaxation and to no violation of the scalar boundedness . Whil e the lamer produces a pdf evolution that qualitatively resembles closely that of Eswaran and Pope, '` the former yield s spikes that persist for a long time with signs of inappropriat e diffusion in composition space .
A classical Langevin model giving the evolution of th e
scalar field for the stochastic particle "n" in a Monte Carl o simulation, considering .V particles, could b e c" ''(t+_st) 
=c`"'(t) -;(1 +K)rv,Atc("'(t )
where is a normally distributed (zero mean and varianc e equal to unity) random variable and K is a constant lo b e adjusted . Unfortunately, \vith this definition of c, (t + .St) can take arbitrarily large or small values, an d thus the actual scalar value C (") (t + Jt), can span over impossible scalar values . This difficulty in preserving the boundedness in the composition space can easily be solved b y selecting to be a normalized (mean equal to zero, varianc e equal lo one) binomially distributed random variable, namelv,°=
where 27 is a binomially distributed integer random variabl e with parameters ti and Q and probability distribution 1 0 111
The de Moivre-Laplace theorem 10 show s 11 x, tends to a normal continuous random variable .
The values of .V and Q for each particle at each time are obtained in such a way that the permanente of C (") (t + *t ) within the scalar bounds is guaranteed . Unfortunately, th e predictions using Eq . (5) with a binomial Ll-do not closely fi t the data of Eswaran and Pope ; ' for instante . the initial spike s at the two extremes persist for too long of a time .
In order to improve the performance of Eq . (5), th e followin g modified Langevin model is proposed : c c ")(t+ .lt) 1 2 c,,, will also be negligible, and [c")(t) ]'/c* -O . For larg e values of t, Eq . (S) asympt otically converts roto Eq . (5) an d the pdf Gaussian relaxation is guaranteed . Strictly speaking , becausc of the existcnce of bounds, the pdf will not be exactl y Gaussian ; in particular, the tails of the pdf will di11'er from a Gaussian curve for small and moderatc" times . For larg e times, however, the variance will become so small compare d to the range of probable scalar values, that the pdf \vil] be a s close to a Gaussian as desired .
The values of .V and Q of the binomial sampling are to b e selected in such a way that C'" ) (t + a5t) stays within th e bounds of allowable scalar values . Thus . replacing (10 )
Substitution of `" and ;,,, from Eqs . (9) and (10) rot o Eq . (8) with (t + *r) equal to c,1 and respectively , yields two equations to obtain iI and Q . The solution i s
Q=(ce-c,r)/(c,,,),
wher e
Cd=c(")(r){1--', [1-h (1-(c-)/c*)]c),Jt} . b=K{1 -[c(")(r)]=/c*}(c')u,r .
Therefore Al and Q depend on the specific stochastic particle, the scalar statistical parameters, the characteristic tim e for scalar fluctuation dissipation, and the time step .
that, fo r
co,Lst (c2) ) : z c * where c , is equal to c ;t whenever c ( " ) (z) is greater than zero and equal to c2, for c(")(t) less than zero . Here, c,, is th e maximum positive fluctuation allowed ; for example, shoul d the maximum value of the scalar be 1 and the minimum -1 , with mean equal to 0, cm = 1 . The value c,,, is the minimum negative fluctuation allowed ; for the previous example , c,,, = -1 . The idea behind the propasa] in Eq . (8) is to have, fo r small times, a scalar-dependent coefficient of diffusion , which should be zero for the extreme values of scalar fluctuations and maximum for values of c ( " ) in the neighborhoo d of zero . For an initially dichotomous process [e .g. , c ( " ) (0) = 1-1], Eq . (8) reduces toa LMSEmodel . which i s the short time limit of more general nonlinear integral closures . 11 ' The probability flux at the early stages is thu s modified so as to produce the correct time evolution of th e initial spikes in the pdf. The drift coefficient is also adjuste d in order to obtain the desired variance decae .
As time increases . (c') decreases and (c')/c* tends t o zero . Similarly, the probability ofc '' (r) A Monte Carlo simulation of the numerical experimen t of Eswaran and Pope' was performed, where 100 000 stochastic particles and = 1/(200 c),) were selected . Here , 0 c 1 /u = 3 .0265 and a constant was obtained by adjustin g the evolution of the scalar standard deviation given by Eswaran and Pope' to an exponential . The simulation too k about 6 .5 h of CPU time on a T 800 Gemini transputer .
In Fig . 1 , the evolution of the scalar concentration pdf, starting from two Dirac deltas at + 1 and -1, as a functio n of time, is presented . Here, u stands for the velocity fluctuation rms and 1 for the turbulence integral length scale . Th e value of K0 selected was 2 .1 . The predictions fit rather wel l the available data from direct numerical simulations . 4 The present model, a combination of a LMSE and a random diffusion process, performs significantly better tha n the binomial sampling closure , ' equal to a LMSE plus a random jump process . While the latter is neither continuous no r differentiable, the former is a continuous nondifferentiabl e process . Equation (8), although symmetric abou t c' (1) = 0, can probably handle the evolution of initiall y asymmetric pdf 's since the probability fluxes are not sym - This stochastic model could be easily combined with th e models for the turbulent straining of scalar gradients proposed by \'aliño . ' treating then the joint pdf of a sellar an d gradient, and thus avoiding the externa] specification of a time scale (c -1 ) .
